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The interplay between single-particle motion, collectivity, and pairing in light Pb nuclei 
is manifested as a rich gamut of coexisting nuclear shapes and exotic excitations [1–5]. 
One of the goals of modern nuclear physics research is to understand the origin of these 
structures and their relation to the fundamental interactions between the nuclear 
constituents. These subjects can be investigated particularly well in the Pb isotopes close 
to neutron mid-shell, where a relatively small proton shell gap, together with a large 
valence neutron space, provides fertile ground for studies of shape transitions within a 
small energy range. In α-decay studies, the first two excited states of the midshell nucleus 
186Pb were observed to be 0+ states [6]. On the basis of α-decay hindrance factors, the 0+2 
state was associated with a mainly π(2p–2h) configuration, whereas the 0+3 state was 
associated with a π(4p–4h) configuration. Consequently, together with the spherical 
ground state [7], the three 0+ states with largely different structures establish a unique 
shape-triplet in 186Pb. Very recently, collective rotational bands built on these states were 
observed in in-beam γ-ray measurement [8]. Although much experimental effort has been 





























remains a challenge for both theoretical and experimental studies to obtain a consistent 
and detailed description of the observed phenomena. 
 
With this Letter of Intent, we propose to initiate the investigations of nuclear collectivity 
and mixing of the low-lying states in neutron-deficient Pb nuclei, namely even-mass 
isotopes 186-192Pb, employing the REX-ISOLDE facility. In Fig. 1, the level energy 
systematics of Pb isotopes is shown. The π(2p–2h) configuration, associated with an 
oblate shape, intrude down in energies close to the spherical ground state when 
approaching neutron midshell at N=104 and becomes the first excited state at A=194. 
The onset of prolate deformation, mainly associated with π(4p–4h) configuration, can be 
seen around A=190. The prolate states form the yrast band at A=188. Thus, light Pb 
isotopes provide a unique laboratory to study competing structures of different shapes 
below ~1 MeV. 
 
Figure 1. Level energy systematics for even-even Pb isotopes adapted from Ref. [8]. 
 
In order to establish a complement picture of shape coexistence in this region, the 
knowledge of transition probabilities from nuclear states assigned with different shapes is 
essential. So far, collectivity of γ-ray transitions originating from prolate states in 186,188Pb 
has been established by in-beam lifetime measurements carried out at the University of 
Jyväskylä [9]. While in-beam lifetime experiments probe mainly yrast states, with 
Coulomb excitation the population of non-yrast states becomes feasible and, thus, enable 
comprehensive study of coexisting shapes and their mixing in these nuclei. In addition, 
heavier 190,192Pb isotopes cannot be probed in in-beam lifetime measurement due to 
presence of relatively long-lived isomeric states. Hence, Coulomb excitation 
measurement would also enable to probe the collectivity of spherical states in neutron-








Neutron-deficient Pb nuclei of interest can be produced at ISOLDE using resonance 
ionisation laser ion source (RILIS). This selective ionisation method allows rather pure 
metallic beams to be produced with sufficient primary intensity (> 5×106 ions/s, for 190Pb 
2.3×107) [10]. This rate will yield a minimum of 104 ions/s transported to the MINIBALL 
target position rendering it possible to carry out γ-ray yield measurements. A recent 
REX-ISOLDE experiment with neutron-deficient Hg beams (IS452) demonstrated the 
feasibility of such measurement and showed that the required charge state can be 
achieved at the REX-EBIS charge breeder with a reasonable efficiency. It has been 
reported [10] that despite the use of RILIS technique, Pb beams contain isobaric 
contaminations of Tl and Fr introduced by surface ionisation. However, Ref. [10] further 
states that Tl contamination is usually insufficient to disturb the experiment and Fr 
isobars will introduce difficulties only at A > 206. Therefore, with such neutron-deficient 
Pb beams as described in this Letter (A ~ 190) the problems occurring from Fr 
contaminants will be avoided. Using the post-accelerated beam energy of 3 MeV/u, 
which currently can be achieved with REX, Coulomb excitation of lowest 2+ states in Pb 




If the necessary purity of post-accelerated radioactive Pb ions with REX-ISOLDE can be 
achieved, the next step will be to submit a full proposal to study the shape coexistence in 
neutron-deficient Pb nuclei. Due to possible contaminants in Pb beams, the experimental 
programme will include a test run to determine whether these contaminants are of an 
acceptable level. The proposed program would be a forerunner for a campaign at HIE 
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